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Find out more User Reviews Edit Release Date: August 6, 2004 (USA) See more » Also Known As: Gyilkos nők See more » Oh! Oxygen, Jupiter Entertainment See more » Runtime: 30 min View full technical specs » This article requires additional quotes for testing. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to
trusted sources. Uneeded material can be challenged and removed. Find Sources: Snapped – News · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR (August 2015) (Learn how and when to remove this template report) SnappedGenre Docudrama True Crime Written by Matthew EdensEric WetheringtonBrian O'ConnorGeoffrey
ProudTodd MossNarrated by Laura San Giacomo Ronnie Farer Sharon Martin Jody Flader Composer Brian Langsbard Justin Melland of originUni languageOrilege languageGule. from seasons28No. episodes500 (list episodes) ProductionExecutive producers Erica Diaz-Gant Kimberly Chessler Amy Introcaso-Davis
Stephen Land Deborah Dawkins Zak Weisfeld Geoffrey Producers Proud Michael Rogers Donna Dudek Elizabeth Gibson Katie Harrington Cecile David Lane Melissa May Todd Moss Jane Nowiski Brian O'Connor Valerie Shepherderie Marie Sykes Eric Wetherington Sharon Martin Cinematography Paul Foster Eric
Futrell Erin Althaus Jeffrey Woods Running time 24 minutes (approximately) (2004-2006) 43 minutes (approx) ( 2007-present) Production companyJupiter Entertainment [1] ReleaseOriginal NetworkOxygenPicture format NTSC (480i) ( 2004-2013) HDTV 1080i (2013-2013) currently) Original releaseAugust 6, 2004
(2004-08-06) -currently (present)ChronologyRelated shows Snapped: Couples Snapped: She Made Me Do It External linkssite Snapped is an American true crime television series, produced by Jupiter Entertainment. The series depicts high-profile or bizarre cases of women charged with murder. Each episode outlines
whether the murder motivation was revenge cheating husband or lover, a large insurance payout, or ending up with years of abuse, with every murder in the circumstances as unique as women profiled. [2] Snapped premiere on August 6, 2004 on Oxygen. Since then, it has become the network's longest series, with 28
certain seasons and sixteen years in production (and two cut-offs) surpassing seventeen seasons and thirteen years at bad girls club. The show also played a major role in the decision by parent company NBCUniversal to resume Oxygen as a crime network in 2017. The Synb list features non-fiction stories of people
who have committed murder or attempted murder or are accused of committing or attempting to commit murder. Often the goal is the individual's spouse. The program is edited in documentary style using a central voice-over narration by actress Jody Flader, as well as interviews with people with first-hand knowledge of
the case, including law enforcement officials, lawyers, journalists, family members of both victims and accused persons, and sometimes criminals or victims themselves. A few rare episodes during the series run have centered on male perpetrators, but a larger number of episodes have featured men who conspired with
central women to plead guilty to a crime. Production Snapped first aired on August 6, 2004, in a pilot episode of Celeste Beard Johnson[5] The series is currently in its twenty-eighth season of production at Jupiter Entertainment. [6] Actress Laura San Giacomo and Ronnie Farer told the first and second seasons
respectively. [7] [8] Sharon Martin took on the role of narrator in the third season with a distinct and pronounced oral rhythm. She got extra credit as a serial supervising producer. [1] In February 2018, Martin announced that he would no longer be going to show the series. [9] The new narrator is actress Jody Flader,
according to end-of-episode credits and Flader's website. [10] In October 2020, Oxygen announced that in episode 500 of the series, oxygen had two weeks of experience billed as Snapped: Killer Women Event. The event will include an original pilot episode and a never-before-seen episode. The event ended with a jot
of the 500 episode, focusing on the murder of Randy Sheridan, on November 22, 2020. [11] Episodes Full snapped episodes of the list:[12] Season 1 (2004) Snapped season 1 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date11Celeste Beard Johnson, August 6, 2004 (2004-08-06) frustrated wife of a multi-millionaire
persuaded her lesbian lover to kill her husband. Her fatal mistake was the ditching of sapphic's spouse murderer shortly after the crime. 22 Virginia Larzelere August 6, 2004 (2004-08-06) Did Virginia Larzelere, wife of a Florida dentist convince her sons to kill her husband's insurance money? 33Clara Harris, August 13,
2004 (2004-08-13) Clara Harris, a successful dentist, mows her philandering orthodontic husband with her Mercedes. What took him to this last, desperate act? 44Elena Kiejliches20 August 2004 (2004-08-20) Elena Kiejliches, wife of a wealthy Russian businessman, shot her husband in her Staten Island mansion before
traveling to Disneyworld. However, the police were soon on her trail. 55Kimberly Hricko27 August 2004 (2004-08-27) Romantic weekend getaway went awry when, rather than rekind his marriage, a woman poisoned her husband and then ignited his body. What made her snap? 66Lee Ann Reidel, September 3, 2004
(2004-09-03) Upper middle class woman and her lover allegedly conspiracy to kill her husband, but the wrong man has been murdered. 77Ruthann Aron, September 10, 2004 (2004-09-10) This wealthy real estate developer hired a hitman to kill her husband and a lawyer who opposed her political ambitions. Was she
mentally ill at the time? 88Joyce Cohen, September 17, 2004 (2004-09-17) This pampered trophy wife hired three people to kill her multi-millionaire husband fake home invasion robbery. What took him to do this brutal act? 99Susan Wright, September 24, 2004 (2004-09-24) A middle-class Houston housewife ties her
husband to his bed and stabs him 192 times. Then she tries to put it off as self-defense. What made her snap? 1010Diane Zamora1 October 2004 (2004-10-01) This former Navy cadet was only 19 when she learned her high school sweetheart had cheated on her. As an atonement for his betrayal, she made her friend
help kill her rival. 1111Christine Rossum October 9, 2004 (2004-10-09) A handsome California forensic scientist uses the knowledge gained from her work to kill her cuckolded husband and make it look like suicide. How was he caught? 1212Debra Baker, October 15, 2004 (2004-10-15) In this version of Arsenic and Old
Lace, a millionaire accountant is accused of conspiring with his wife to poison her. 1313Carolyn Warmus, October 22, 2004 (2004-10-22) This millionaire heiress killed her lover's wife so she could have him for herself. What made her perform a brutal act? 1414Betty and Peggy, October 24, 2004 (2004-10-24) Did twin
sisters Peggy Lowe and Betty Wilson hire a hitman to kill Betty's husband, Dr. Jack Wilson? Can I believe in hitman's testimony? Season 2 (2005) Snapped season 2 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date151Adele CravenFebruary 20, 2005 (2005-02-20) When a successful airline pilot and family man was
found dead in his basement, his wife was the prime suspect. But was the churchgoing housewife really capable of murder? 162Rita GluzmanFebruary 27, 2005 (2005-02-27) New Jersey police discover a man dumping body parts in a river. The deceased is a brilliant scientist who recently had an affair. His wife is the
main suspect in the crime. 173Sharee MillerMarch 3, 2005 (2005/03/03) When a Michigan rescue tycoon was shot dead, police suspected the robbery went bad until his widow's secret Internet double life was discovered. 184Elisa McNabney6 March 2005 (2005/03/06) The body of a successful lawyer is found in a
shallow grave. Before the police can interview her wife, she flees the scene and commits suicide. Is it guilty of guiding him to death? 195Terri Gilbert17 March 2005 (2005-03-17) Wife shot her husband after mistaking him for an intruder. It was an open and closed case until investigators discovered that her first husband
had met a very similar fate. 206Donna SomervilleMarch 20, 2005 (2005-03-20) When a wealthy Virginian farmer died in his bed, authorities assumed he had a heart attack, but autopsies revealed a huge amount of the drug. Did his wife kill him? 217 Brenda Andrew, March 27, 2005 (2005-03-27) When her husband was
shot dead on their driveway, Brenda Andrew played a grieving widow. But the illegal case and insurance scam was revealed as her reasons for the killing. 228Stephanie StephensApril 3, 2005 (2005-04-03) When a wealthy heart surgeon was found dead, suspected of her former beauty queen queen Did she manage a
lethal drug cocktail? 239Amy DeChantApril 10, 2005 (2005/04/10) When the Las Vegas bookie disappeared, his pretty girlfriend claimed he was in trouble with the mob. The investigation showed that she killed him and hid her body in the desert. 2410 Linda Jones April 24, 2005 (2005/04/24) Police believed that the
brutal beating and murder of Linda Jones' husband had gone wrong, but when one of the attackers was caught an even darker picture emerged. 2511 Dionne BaughMay 8, 2005 (2005/05/08) Outraged that her multi-millionaire boyfriend wants to end her affair, the cheating wife bashes her head and almost gets away
with it. 2612Dante SutoriusMay 15, 2005 (2005/05/15) When a wealthy doctor got a second chance at marital bliss, no one believed he could commit suicide. Authorities discovered his new wife was a murderer, not a flushing bride. 2713Pamela Smart22 May 2005 (2005/05/22) Married teacher returns home to find her
husband shot dead. Police suspected robbery to tip off an opened affair with a student who was dying for. Season 3 (2005) Snapped season 3 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOrioriginal air date281Donna Yaklich2 October 2005 (2005-10-02) When a drug detective was shot dead, his wife was convicted of plotting a
hit. But did she do so in revenge for years of physical and spiritual violence? 292Yesenia Patino9 October 2005 (2005-10-09) When married lover transgender Yesenia Patino was found dead, she became the prime suspect. Did she really riddle her rival or was she framed by her lover? 303Manuela Garcia, October 16,
2005 (2005-10-16) Garcias seemed like a happy family until Manuela killed her husband with an axe. The investigation revealed life's misfortune, abuse and despair. 314Jeena Han, October 23, 2005 (2005/10/23) Identical twins Jeena and Sunny had a love/hate relationship. Their brother rivalry will eventually be
exacerbated by theft, identity theft and murder. 325Dora Cisneros30 October 2005 (2005-10-30) When Dora Cisneros' daughter was dumped by her high school sweetheart, she decided to teach him a lesson. He was later found dead. Was Dora guilty of murder? 336Kimberley Kondejewski November 6, 2005
(2005/11/06) a housewife who was abused for years by her exuded husband was asked to commit suicide so he could get rich. She decided that he was the one to die. 347Mary Thompson, November 13, 2005 (2005/11/13) She crusaded against gangs and helped the police gain conviction, but the murder case proved
that Mary Thompson had a much darker side. Was she also a murderer? 358Laura Rogers, November 20, 2005 (2005-11-20) When she got married for the second time, Laura Rogers thought she would live happily ever after. But her daughter's allegations of abuse led to brutal murder. 369Linda Lou Charbonneau
November 27, 2005 (2005-11-27) She left her partner for 20 years on new nephew, but weeks later the two men were dead. Was Linda Lou the Black Widow, or or Dupe? 3710Stella Nickell, December 4, 2005 (2005-12-04) When cyanide-tainted aspirin was found in Washington chemists, the trail led back to disgruntled
determined housewives to get her hands on her husband's insurance money. 3811Kimberly Anderson, December 12, 2005 (2005-12-12) The beautiful blonde shot her husband when their divorce became nasty. Asking for self-defense, she was acquitted in court, but the deceased's family was not satisfied. 3912Gail
Bennett, December 18, 2005 (2005-12-18) This battered housewife shot and wounded her violent spouse, but instead of protecting Gail, the local sheriff raped her. She had to apply for a civil suit to fight for justice. 4013Deidra Lane4 December 2005 (2005-12-04) Wife of a successful football star and mother of two,
Deidra seems to live a charmed life. But when she shot her husband dead at point-blank range she asked for self-defense. Season 4 (2006) Snapped season 4 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date411Sandy Murphy, October 1, 2006 (2006/10/01) When she started dating wealthy casino heir Ted Binion,
Sandy seemed to have hit the jackpot. But when China was found dead, she became the main suspect. 422Carol Carr, October 8, 2006 (2006-10-08) Desperate wife and mother had watched her husband suffer years from debilitating illnesses, 433Erin Dukes, October 15, 2006 (2006-10-15) Battered housewife Erin
knew she had to get away from her brutal spouse because of her children. However, her husband refused to let her go, and she had to fight for her freedom. 444Donna Fryman, October 22, 2006 (2006-10-22) She shot her husband three times after their business collapsed, and he initiated the case, but does the jury
consider her claim for self-defense? 455Dixie Shanahan29 October 2006 (2006/10/29) a battered Iowan farmwife shot her husband in the head, then left his body festering for a year before authorities became suspicious of his disappearance. 466Sheila Davalloo November 5, 2006 (2006/11/05) Kinky's game went
terribly wrong when Sheila handcuffed and blindfolded her husband before stabbing him in the chest. Despite her excuses, the police believed she meant to kill. 477Phyllis Nelson, November 12, 2006 (2006-11-12) When her estranged husband entered into a new relationship, Phyllis confronted him with a hot argument
that ended with her husband being stabbed to death. 488Nikki Redmond, November 19, 2006 (2006/11/19) The Savannah beauty queen was shot dead by her boyfriend after tracking him down to his bride's home. However, she claimed that she had to defend herself after he went for his weapon. 499Piper Rountree,
November 26, 2006 (2006/11/26) When she lost custody of her children and most of her marital assets in a bitter divorce, Piper Rountree gunned down her ex-husband in a cold-blooded attack. 5010Mary Ellen Samuels3 December 2006 (2006-12-03) When her husband was found dead, police were left the trail of death
and deceit that saw hitmen hired to kill the hitmen who had murdered Mary Ellen's spouse. 5111Melinda Raisch December 10, 2006 (2006-12-10) Two decades after her husband was brutally shot to death in a robbery in her home, soccer mom Melinda faced further questioning about what really happened on that fateful
day. 5212Sarah Johnson, December 17, 2006 (2006-12-17) After the rebellious 16-year-old was grounded in sneaking to see her boyfriend, her parents were found brutally killed. Can teenage angst take a deadly turn? 5313Joan Shannon, December 17, 2006 (2006/12/17) Joan Shannon's soldier husband was shot to
death by her teenaged daughter; authorities suspected that mom might have played a role in the death of her well-insured spouse. Season 5 (2007) Snapped season 5 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date541Michelle TheerApril 30, 2007 (2007-04-30) When her Air Force Captain husband was shot dead,
investigators blamed Michelle's lover, but when they tried to arrest the widow for the conspiracy, she had disappeared. 552Martha FreemanMay 6, 2007 (2007/05/06) Look at how Martha Freeman's husband was bludgeoned to death after he discovered his wife's lover secretly living in a closet in his house. 563Amy
BosleyMay 13, 2007 (2007/05/13) The accountant gets behind on taxes on family business, and her husband becomes dead before he can learn about her secret. 574Kimberly CunninghamMay 20, 2007 (2007/05/20) Kimberly Cunningham trusted her sister's longtime boyfriend, but when she learned he was abusing his
children, murder was on her mind. 585 Margaret Rudin, May 27, 2007 (2007-05-27) Margaret Frost married real estate mogul Ron Rudin and was happy to spend his fortune while his feminine and alcohol would lead to a sticky end for Ron. 596Jane Dorotik June 3, 2007 (2007-06-03) Jane Dorotik's marriage was a hit
rock. In February 2000, after years of marital turmoil, her husband was discovered and stabbed to death. 607Susan Polk10 June 2007 (2007/06/10) When Susan Bolling's parents sent their therapist Felix Polk, their relationship flourished in marriage and children, but their hatred would lead to murder. 618Vicki
MonroeJuly 15, 2007 (2007/07/15) For their clients, the popular Louisville bar owners Vicky and Gerald Monroe seemed close to the couple, but their long days of working together would lead to murder. 629Claire Welsh, July 22, 2007 (2007/07/22) Claire Welsh was an all-American girl, but she couldn't seem to learn her
personal life. Was it a case of fatal attraction when she started dating lover John Mileski? 6310Mary KruegerJuly 29, 2007 (2007-07-29) Mary and Roland Krueger's marriage was less than idyllic. Mary discovered that Rollie was paying a local girl for sex, a discovery that would drive Mary's murder. 6411 Brookey Lee
West, August 5, 2007 (08/05/05) Brookey Lee West had a love/hate relationship with her alcoholic mother. Scarred childhood, her life Satan's worship and murder. 6512Daphne Wright, August 12, 2007 (2007-08-12) Deaf lesbian Daphne lived a hard life in the conservative Midwest. When her romantic rival was killed,
she found herself facing the death penalty. Did she commit a crime? 6613Melanie McGuire August 2007 (08/19) May 2004, nurse Melanie McGuire told friends that her husband of five years had walked out on her. But days later his broken body washed up on the shore. Season 6 (2007-2008) Snapped season 6
episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date671Mary Winkler7 October 2007 (2007-10-07) Cheerful wife shoots her pastor husband and flees with her children. She was acquitted of murder and sentenced to 210 days for murder. What made her kill? 682 Jessica McCord14 October 2007 (2007-10-14) Jessica
McCord spent seven years battling her ex-husband over custody of her two daughters until she persuaded her new husband to end a custody battle with a bullet. 693Adrienne Emily HicksonOctober 21, 2007 (2007-10-21) Home student Adrienne Hickson waited for a career in criminal law, but sweated with her boyfriend
could see him as a defendant rather than a lawyer. 704Sarah Brady, October 28, 2007 (2007-10-28) How could confrontations about a child registration mix-up lead expectant mother Sarah Brady kill Katie Smith in her apartment? 715Elizabeth Reynolds, November 4, 2007 (2007-11-04) Elizabeth Reynolds spent
thousands of cosmetic surgery to please her lover. After she discovered he was cheating on her, she spent a thousand more to kill her. 726 Lynn Turner, November 11, 2007 (2007/11/11) Lynn Turner was a keen cook, but when her boyfriend died suddenly, like her husband years before her special cooking ingredient
was discovered: antifreeze. 737Kathleen Denson may, on 15 May 2015, be On November 18th (2015-11-18) Wealthy ranch owner Kathleen Denson's cash, sex and drug life stopped when her boyfriend was shot and she was caught with a smoking gun. 748Misty Witherspoon6 January 2008 (2008/01/06) When Misty
Witherspoon's policeman husband was found shot dead, it turned out to be nothing more than a tragic accident. But was the grieving widow really everything she thought? 759Cynthia George, January 13, 2008 (2008-01-13) Former beauty queen and socialite Cynthia George regularly make public columns. But after the
grueling 2001 murder, she headlines for all the wrong reasons. 7610 Lisa Whedbee, January 20, 2008 (2008/01/20) Chilling story about a frustrated wife and an overworked mother who thought that by murdering her husband, she could finally be free. Unfortunately, she was wrong. 7711Erika SifritJanuary 27, 2008
(2008/01/27) Discover how a selection of hidden mementos exposed a happily married businessman as a cold-blooded killer of a local couple who had mysteriously disappeared. 7812Malaika GriffinFebruary 3, 2008 (2008-02-03) Malaika was a gifted chemist who worked in a biotech lab, but she was past his talk about.
One that contained a dangerous secret and a motive for murder. 7913Sharon DanielsFebruary 10, 2008 (2008/02/10) School teacher Sharon Daniels was a patient woman, but her patience wore thin when her husband began abusing her. She turned to the police and later loaded the gun to solve her problems.
8014Michelle Michael, April 6, 2008 (2008/04/06) Bored with her work and her marriage, a nurse gives her husband a lethal injection and sets the house on fire while trying to collect insurance. 8115Linda HenningApril 13, 2008 (2008/04/13) Designer Linda Henning fell under the spell of a conman and was later charged
with his wife's murder. Did she kill? Discover a bizarre case involving aliens and brainwashing. 8216Darlene Gentry, April 20, 2008 (2008/04/20) Marriage and children did not stop Darlene from drinking and dancing, and when the troubles of money threatened her with fun, she realizes her husband was worth more to
her dead than alive. 8317Monique Berkley, April 27, 2008 (2008/04/27) Look at the crimes of Monique Berkley, who masterminded shooting her husband with the help of her alleged teenage lover and her undergrowth friend. 8418Shayne LoveraMay 4, 2008 (2008/05/04) With the help of her lover, Shayne Lovera
allegedly bludgeoned her husband to death and staged his murder as an accident. But there was a love motive... or money? 8519 Ann TrexlerMay 11, 2008 (2008/05/11) Ann Trexler moved to Florida to spend more time with her granddaughter. When the girl's father decided to move her to Montana, Ann brings the
relocation plan to a dead stop. 8620 Kerri Fae BrownMay 18, 2008 (2008/05/18) When nursing home administrator Kerri Brown was on the verge of being fired for cooking books, she laid her hands on the gun and had some firing of her own. 8721Ann Miller KontzJulijs 6, 2008 (2008/07/06) When an unfaithful chemist
wanted out of her marriage, she preferred arsenic to divorce proceedings, embroiling her lover in her deadly scheme. 8822Elicia HughesJuly 13, 2008 (2008/07/13) When the teacher's husband leaves for the night, his lover and his wife are waiting for his return, which has already prepared a deadly lesson. 8923Linda
FieldsJuly 20, 2008 (2008/07/20) When the yard's hand body is found in the river, the police have little to go on until the money trail leads them to Linda Fields and her husband and the gloomy truth is revealed. 9024Tracey Frame, July 27, 2008 (2008-07-27) When Tracey Frame and her friend engaged in a property
dispute, the consequences became deadly. After a bitter break-up she shot him and dumped his body in a drain. 9125Shawna Nelson3 August 2008 (2008/08/03) When her long-term lover refused to end her marriage, Shawna snapped Nelson. Gun in hand, she drove to his wife's office and waited for her love rival



outside. 9226Jeanette Sliwinski August 10, 2008 (2008-08-10) On the morning of July 14, 2005, Jeanette Sliwinski drove through her Illinois city at 90mph, killing three men. That this beautiful student student so reckless? 9327Leslie MacKool August 17, 2008 (2008/08/17) When Leslie's father leaves her little money for
his will, she is ready to kill her mother to get her hands on family happiness. Season 7 (2009-2010) Snapped season 7 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriorioriginal air date941Ashley Humphrey, January 8, 2009 (2009/01/08) Teen bride Ashley Humphrey gave her husband exactly what he wanted as a wedding gift
– she killed a woman who was charging him for assault. 952Larissa SchusterJanune 15, 2009 (2009-01-15) When a soon-to-be divorced father is unable to turn up for work, the police find their keys, purse, phone and then body floating in a tank of acid. What caused his killer to snap? 963Cindy Sommer, January 22,
2009 (2009/01/22) When a seemingly fit and healthy Sea drops died, doctors believe it was a tragic accident. But when the second test reveals arsenic in its system, foul play is suspected. 974Mechele LinehanJanuary 29, 2009 (2009-01-29) Cold case involving ex-strippers heats up when investigators review the 1996
shooting death of a commercial fisherman in Alaska. 985Beth CarpenterFebruary 5, 2009 (2009/02/05) Investigators link the death of an odd working man to a highly respected lawyer, a custody fight for a young child and a determined aunt's conspiracy to murder. 996Monique JohnsonFebruary 12, 2009 (2009/02/12)
When a police officer is murdered, investigators are quick to arrest his troubled girlfriend, but was it a cold-blooded murder? Can she prove that she killed him in self-defense? 1007Susan Grund4 June 2009 (2009-06-04) When a district attorney is found dead on his couch, the family understands that loyalty is nothing
but will the right person pay for the crime? 1018Lisa Costello June 11, 2009 (2009-06-11) When Frank Black disappeared, business competitor Alan Mackerley and Lisa Costello were behind the grisly truth. Did they get away with it? 1029Jocelyn DooleyJuly 18, 2009 (2009/06/18) Police are investigating the murder of a
popular casino employee who was just a signature away from divorcing his wife. 10310Renee Poole June 25, 2009 (2009-06/25) Anniversary celebrations become tragic when a young man is gunned down during what appears to be a beach front robbery, but it turns out to be so much more. 10411Nikki Reynolds4
October 2009 (2009-10-04) Just after her dad had left church, teenager Nikki called the police and confessed to the murder. When the cops arrived, they found their mother violently stabbed to death. 10512 Jennifer Hyatte, October 11, 2009 (2009/10/11) Faced with life apart, a former nurse released her husband,
shooting his prison guards as he is being transported out of court, but how long did they get to spend together? 10613Rhonda Orr18 October 2009 (10/18/2009) Rhonda Orr's neighbors tried to help her and her husband when the fire started - but this fire was not an accident. 10714Erin McLean25 October 2009 (2009-
10-25) If married teacher student lover home she shares with her husband, husband, Deadly love triangle is created, which leads to emotionally driven murder. 10815Shannon Torrez, November 1, 2009 (2009/11/01) In a shocking case, a mother is left dead and her child stolen when she does a kind thing and allows an
unknown woman in her house to use the phone. 10916Monique Turenne, November 8, 2009 (2009-11-08) After Canadian Air Force Major is found mysteriously killed in his driveway, police uncover a secret case that could have led to his constant wheezing. 11017Kelly Forbes15 November 2009 (2009-11-15) Kelly and
Michael Forbes honeymoon period came to a sudden end when, after just two months of marriage, a recent fiance was found strled in their New York home. 11118Jill RockcastleJanuary 17, 2010 (2010/01/17) When a high roller was found stabbed to death in his luxury Las Vegas apartment in 2007, police suspected his
missing wife held the key to his violent murder. 11.219Denise MillerJanuary 24, 2010 (2010/01/24) After a police officer's death is set up as a suicide, investigators turn to the murdered man's girlfriend, only to discover that she has completely disappeared. 11320Tracie Andrews, January 31, 2010 (2010/01/31) The
British public got behind Andrews when she sadly discovered how she witnessed her husband's murder, but she? Can investigators see through her crocodile tears? 11421Anne Marie StoutMay 2, 2010 (2010/05/02) When a man is found shot to death in his Montana home, police discover a curious case of a fatal
attraction as his wife points to the guilt of her husband's disgruntled ex-lover. 11522Rhonda Glover May 9, 2010 (2010-05-09) The Texas beauty queen is confronted by a different type of judge when she is accused of shooting her oilman ex. Can she convince the jury that it was self-defense? 11623Karen TobieMay 16,
2010 (2010/05/16) After a plumber is shot dead on his doorstep, investigators don't need to look far for their perpetrators, revealing a sinister plot between his wife and their next door neighbor. 11724Jane Andrews6 June 2010 (2010/06/06) Police fear for the life of a missing woman after her millionaire lover is found
stabbed to death, but is she a victim too? Could his intimidation have killed him? 11825Diane Fleming June 20, 2010 (2010-06-20) When a mother is accused of wedgeing her husband's drink, the company decomposes those who think his death was accidental and those who think he was deliberately poisoned.
11926Amanda McGhee August 22, 2010 (2010/08/22) The case of 15-year-old Amanda McGhee, who was convicted of second-degree murder after helping her boyfriend shoot her parents in Knox County, Tennessee. 12027Michelle Hall29 August 2010 (2010-08-29) An eight-year-old girl recalls the events that led to
her mother, Michelle Hall, being sentenced to life in prison in Georgia for shooting her husband, John. 12128Stacey Castor, September 12, 2010 (09/12/2010) By Stacey Castor family habit of dying - until her daughter Ashley survived a suicide attempt that set in fact, tried to murder Stacey. 12229Esther Wadley,
September 19, 2010 (09/19/2010) When Joshua Mlllager received an unexpected phone call from police telling him there was a piece about his life, his doctor ex-wife Esther was guilty. 12330Carla Hughes, September 26, 2010 (2010/09/26) Case of Mississippi teacher Carla Hughes, who was convicted of murdering her
lover pregnant bride and woman's unborn child. 12431Michelle Reynolds3 October 2010 (10/03/2010) When Thad Reynolds was discovered dead, his close friend Scott was involved – but it was his wife, Michelle, who'd been having an affair with Scott. 12532Martha Pineda, October 10, 2010 (2010-10-10) When Martha
Pineda's toyboy Ilya left her for a younger model, she took her revenge - and he wound up dead. What happened to him? 12633 Shannon Crawley October 24, 2010 (10/24) Shannon Crawley's affair with Jermeir Jackson Stroud ended tragically when she killed his long-term girlfriend, Denita. 12734Karen Grauber,
November 7, 2010 (2010-11-07) When day care owner Karen Grauber called 911 and admitted killing her husband, she said it was self-defense. Did she tell the truth? 12835Kelley Cannon November 14, 2010 (2010-11-14) When Jim Cannon died, his ex-wife Kelley was immediately involved. She was convicted of
murder and sentenced to life imprisonment. 12936Brigitte Harris, 28 November 2010 (2010-11-28), when the mutilated body of Eric Goodridge was discovered, his daughter Brigitte was responsible, but what were the reasons for her actions? Season 8 (2011-2012) Snapped season 8 episodesNo.overallNo.
inseasonTitleOriginal air date1301Tausha MortonFebruary 20, 2011 (2011-02-20) Four years after the crime was committed, Tausha Morton was found guilty of ordering her lover to shoot her husband. 1312Marcia Kelly20 March 2011 (2011-03-20) James Kelly has been found dead in his home. Did the convicted wife
Marcia orchestrate his death? Was his stepdaughter hatred deadly? In 1323Courtney Schulhoff3 April 2011 (2011-04-03) 2004, Courtney Schulhoff confessed to murdering her father when she was 16. Her dad had forbidden her to see her boyfriend, prompting two lovers to seek revenge. 1334Kelly RyanMay 19, 2011
(2011-05-19) View how Kelly Ryan snapped, allegedly murdering her assistant and husband's supposed lover Melissa James, and releasing her body in a burning car. 1345Wendi AndrianoJune 2, 2011 (2011-06-02) Chasing a life insurance policy and tired of waiting for cancer to kill her husband, Wendi Andriano
bludgeoned him and then slashed his throat while he lay in bed. 1356Amber Trudell4 September 2011 (2011-09-04) When Amber Trudell snapped, her case came to an impasse. In 2003 she dramatically discovered her secret life when she fired a bullet through her lover's head. 1367Sarah KolbSep september 18, 2011
(2011-09-18) Schoolgirl Sarah Kolb allegedly murdered class rival Adrianne Reynolds at the time break in January 2005, choking, beating and burning her sawing her to pieces. 1378Linda Pedroza2 October 2011 (2011-10-02) Linda Pedroza strangled her mother with the help of her boyfriend before pouring acid over the
body and dumping it in the forest. Who drove the teenager to murder? 1389Michelle Hetzel9 October 2011 (2011-10-09) Throat slashing death in June 2000 and the story of romantic entanglement unravels with the story of Michelle Hetzel. 13910Dalia Dippolito submitted a decision to the commission of the European On
January 8th (2012-01-08) A young woman is caught on tape for killing her husband. 14011Jessica Riggins15 January 2012 (2012-01-15) View the case of Jessica Riggins, who snapped in 2007 when she shot her husband before trying to flee the country. What took him to murder? 14112 Courtenay Savage was 1.12%
on 18 May 2012. January 29 (2012-01-29) A chilling view of the chilling assessment of how a chilling assessment of how retired judicial model Savage used his options and went after the police accused him of attempted murder. 14213Nancy SeamanFebruary 19, 2012 (2012-02-19) An award winning elementary school
teacher becomes an subject when her husband disappears. 14314Ashleigh PechalukMarch 25, 2012 (2012-03-25) A Canadian woman gets caught up in a love triangle and finally a murder investigation. 14415Sarah Jo Pender April 2012 (2012-04-01) Convicted along with his ex-boyfriend of cold-blooded murder in their
two rooms in 2000, Sarah Jo Pender was sentenced to 110 years in prison. Season 9 (2012-2013) Snapped season 9 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date1451Joanna HayesApril 8, 2012 (2012-04-08) A close look at the crime, trial and psyche of Joanna Hayes, who shot her son's soon-to-be ex-wife in
pointblank range after she took custody of her grandson. 1462Ellen SnyderAp april 15, 2012 (2012-04-15) Shocking look at how Ellen Snyder shot her husband before asking her son to help bury his body. Investigators found his remains eight years after his death. 1473Clara Schwartz29 April 2012 (2012-04-29)
Shocking look at how a young woman's obsession with fantasy role-playing games ended with the real-world murder of her father. 1484Jennifer Bowen May 6, 2012 (2012-05-06) 2009, Jennifer Bowen and her new husband tried to resolve custody issues involving Jennifer's daughter, shooting her ex at point-blank range.
1495Regina Williams20 May 2012 (2012-05-20) Look at the trial of Regina Williams, who pleaded guilty to second-degree murder of her boyfriend in 2004. What made her snap? 1506Tyonne Palmer3 June 2012 (2012-06-03) A secret affair between a preacher and his son's caregiver ends with the death of a preacher's
wife. The question remains, who engineered the murder? 1517Tracey Richter June 10, 2012 (2012-06-10) Mother is hailed as a hero when she kills a home intruder - but a mystery magazine makes police suspect she may have planned a cold-blooded murder. 1528 Raynella Leath on 18 December 2012. June 17 (2012-
06-17) View crimes and trial judgments Raynella sentenced to 51 years in prison for murder of a man. 1539Marni Yang24 June 2012 (2012-06-24) View former model Marni Yang's jealous-fueled murder of Rhoni Reuter, pregnant girlfriend of ex-Chicago Bear Shaun Gayle. 15410Shannon BaugusJuly 15, 2012 (2012-07-
15) The fight for a remote control becomes deadly when an abusive wife turns to her husband's desks. Did the jury regard it as murder or self-confidence? 15511Nanette Johnston29 July 2012 (2012-07-29) Seventeen years after her millionaire boyfriend was killed, Nanette Johnston and a former lover were on trial for his
murder. But which one was to blame? 15612Rennie Pratt5 August 2012 (2012-08-05) View the case of Rennie Pratt who shot her boyfriend in 2009. She claimed she was simply trying to unload the weapon. Was it a murder or an unfortunate accident? 15713Nicole Abusharif September 2012 (2012-09-09) The lesbian
love triangle becomes deadly when one woman disappears and the police look at the other two answers. 15814Jessica Hill, September 16, 2012 (2012-09-16) Look at jessica Hill, who is serving a 50-year prison sentence for shooting her husband on his farm in 2007. 15915Taylor Marks, September 23, 2012 (2012-09-
23) A mother responds to her estranged daughter's call for help and enters a deadly trap. 16016Stephanie Lazarus, September 30, 2012 (2012-09-30) An LA police detective becomes a suspect when DNA cracks a 23-year murder mystery. 16117Rachel Wade7 October 2012 (2012-10-07) See how the confrontation
between the two teenagers became deadly when 19-year-old Rachel Wade reached for the knife. 16218Brittany Norwood was 30 may 2012. On October 14 (2012-10-14) An upscale shop becomes a horror shop when a woman locks in and her colleague is the victim of her anger. 16319Kara Lounsbury on 16 January
2012. October 21st (2012-10-21) When a beloved businessman is charged with his murder, she makes a terrible charge of her own. 16420Velma Ogden-Whitehead28 October 2012 (2012-10-28) Mother's Scheme to maintain the cost of divorce by hiring her 16-year-old son to help end her unhappy marriage.
16521Sandra Jessee on 16 January 2012. November 11 (2012-11-11) One piece of paper in grandma's bag reveals the identity of the murderer seven years after the case is cold. 16622Jennifer Womac November 2012 (2012-11-18) Doting's father has been shot down on his doorstep and police find his killer too close to
home for comfort. 16723Shanterrica Madden2. December 2012 (2012-12-02) A popular college basketball player's clash with her more studious room ends in tragedy. 16824Mary Beth HarshbargerDecember 9, 2012 (2012-12-09) Look at the controversial case of Mary Beth Harshbarger who said she shot her husband
believing he was a bear. She was acquitted of all charges. 16925Mia GonzalesDecember 16, 2012 (2012-12-16) Quiet cul-de-sac became a crime scene when a house row between married couple Mia and Abel Gonzales ended with a gun shot. On 13 December 2013, Ford was a member of the Commission. (2013-01-
20) A popular police officer is and the motive may be payback to a despised woman. Season 10 (2013) Snapped season 10 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date1711Teresa StoneJanuary 27, 2013 (2013-01-27) Sordid's secret affair between a church pastor and a ladies in her congregation goes public
when they both become suspects of twisted murder. 1722Jane RethFebruary 10, 2013 (2013-02-10) College romance gets frosty when a young man is killed. The case also goes cold – taking 22 years to resolve. 1733Adrienne DavidsonFebruary 17, 2013 (2013-02-17) A husband is brutally executed while sleeping his
wife. But he will not find much compassion, even from his daughter, who declared: He made his bed. Now he's sleeping in it. 1744Amy Bishop on 1744Amy Bishop's decision of 1744, on 18 May 2013, to be granted On 24 February 2013 (2013-02-24) People will be killed to get out of some meetings. Well, one biology
professor takes that to new levels when she raises a bang at a faculty meeting. 1755Christine Paolilla's 2013 decision was to be made by The Two teenage girls were brutally murdered on 3 March 2013-03-03. The police initially suspected drugs, but could the killer be one of the best friends? 1766Jennifer Nibbe10
March 2013 (2013-03-10) Wife comes up with an elaborate story to explain her husband's murder. When the evidence doesn't add up, a secret friend and a large insurance policy are brought into the limelight. 1777Kristi Lunbery 2013. March 17 (2013-03-17) The truth of this case can never really be known. A woman
confesses to murdering her husband almost a decade after his death - but is she telling the truth or was she forced? 1788Trintrin Holmes was 1999. March 24 (2013-03-24) A woman's constant complains about her ex-husband suggesting her boyfriend's deadly actions. But is it enough to silence her ex? 1799Tammy
Cole 2013. March 31 (2013-03-31) The city's old flame is back in town, hoping to fuel the flames of romance. But things get a bit heated when she is charged with murder and arson. 18010Michelle Gaiser 2013. On April 7th (2013-04-07) The wife finds herself under fire, not once, but three times when she is the target of
multiple assassination attempts. Her husband and his mistress begin to point fingers at each other. 18111Melissa StredneyAprīl 14, 2013 (2013-04-14) The former college teaching assistant doesn't take bad news right when she kidnaps and shoots her ex-fiance after he breaks off engagement. 18212Lisa Gilliam's
decision of 18 December 2013 to be granted to the Commission in 2013 was to take action to ensure that the commission's decision to On April 21, 2013 (2013-04-21) The wife has been charged with killing her husband, a lawyer with financial grief - but was it suicide, and was she wrongly accused? This one will keep
you guessing. 18313Caren Pressley-Brown on 31 December 2013 On April 28th (2013-04-28) A women's rights advocate and respected business owner violently snaps during a bitter custody fight with her ex-husband and his new wife, ending a murder plot. 18414Exondia Salado5 May 2013 (2013-05-05) Very bleak
case for an army reservist who disappears and his temperamental wife seems to have cooked up the evidence. 18515Narcy Novacky Novacka In 2013 (2013-05-19) Former stripper Narcy Novack put an end to her rich husband's philandering when she brutally killed him in a New York hotel room. 18616Nancy Gelber on
31 December 2013 On May 26th (May 2013-05-26), a Texas crime writer lets her imagination get out of hand and take a page from her book when she hires a hitman to kill her husband. 18717Rebecca Sears on 31 December 2013 June 2 (2013-06-02) This episode passes the neighborhood, because a woman is
brutally murdered and attacks her neighbor. It will soon appear two women shared more than the property line. 18818Kathleen Wise on 31 December 2013. June 16 (2013-06-16) Nurses storm the marital plain when her husband dies from a lethal dose of liquid morphine. 18919Michelle Knotek's 2013 June 23 (2013-06-
23) The woman who runs a nursing home is what can only be described as a murderous eviction policy in this grim episode of torture and murder. 19020Elizabeth Guthrie-Nail 2018. June 30 (2018-06-30) The ex-wife is suspected of being shot dead by a hitman and his young girlfriend is seriously injured. 19121 Shellye
Stark on 31 December 2013. On August 11th (2013-08-11) A former teacher raises a plea for self-defense for the murder of a man. But when news of her sordid secret working life as a prostitute is revealed, her request is called into question. 19222Keisha Jones on 31 December 2013 August 18 (2013-08-18) An
apparent tragic car accident that kills a lady's husband is being questioned when new video evidence emerges that she may not be so innocent. Season 11 (2013-2014) Snapped season 11 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriorioriginal air date1931Amanda Kaur 2013. On September 1, 2013 (2013-09-01) in 2010, a
mother of two from North Dakota called the police to report her husband's suicide. But was he going to give his life? Was she snapped and committed murder? In 1942Ruby Ann Ruffolo was 1942. September 8 (2013-09-08) A story about a Canadian woman who injected her husband with a lethal dose of heroin before
loading her body into a car and leaving her in a ditch. 1953Dee Dee Moore15 September 2013 (2013-09-15) When the millionaire lottery winner disappears in Florida, fingers point to his calculation of financial advisor. 1964Donna Cobb's 2013 September 22 (2013-09-22) A brutal fight at night leaves a woman from New
York who is fighting for both her life and for freedom. 1975Melissa Cole29 September 2013 (2013-09-29) The story of Melissa Cole, who was convicted of shooting her husband as he slept before setting his house on fire in November 2009. 1986Katey Passaniti on 18 December 2013 October 13 (2013-10-13) A
compelling insight into louisiana's native Katie Pausi, who was convicted of plot to kill his stepfather for his money. 1997Laurie Jean Cone 2013. October 20 (2013-10-20) A deadly intruder pits a mother against a daughter as a television repairer is brutally killed in California. 2008Lateisha Jandreau on 31 December 2013
October 27 (2013-10-27) north carolina search a man associated with the bodybuilder Lateišu Jandreau is leading investigators amazing discovery. 2019Jodi Arias, Part 115. December, 2013 (2013-12-15) A troubling story about an inspiring photographer who was found guilty of killing her former lover Travis Alexander at
his Arizona home in 2008. 20210Jodi Arias, Part 22013. December 16 (2013-12-16) Writes about an inspiring photographer found guilty of killing her former lover, Travis Alexander, in her Arizona home in 2008. 20311Dawn Silvernail's 2013 Dawn of Action 2013 On December 22 (2013-12-22) Sordid secrets are revealed
when Poughkeepsie is killed by a member of a church choir. But what made her killer snap? 20412Karen Newell's decision of 20 January 2013 was to be made by Karen Newell. December 29 (2013-12-29) Look at Karen Newell's crimes and psyche, who was given life in prison for 1994 by her teen lover seducing her
wealth husband. 20513Jackie Postma on 31 December 2014. January 5 (2014-01-05) Treason and finger pointing take place in a murder investigation in an isolated parking lot with several suspects. Season 12 (2014) Snapped season 12 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date2061Rebecca Bryan12
January 2014 (2014-01-12) Chilling story about an Oklahoma real estate agent who cheated on her husband before putting a bullet in his head as he watched TV. 2072Kalila Taylor on 20 May 2014. January 19 (2014-01-19) A horrifying story about how a young New York woman was led to a murder with a jealous over a
friend whom she and her victim had shared. 2083Alice Trappler26 January 2014 (2014-01-26) The story of how custody, shooting and suicide on the train tracks all pointed to one woman – Alice Trappler. 2094 Constance Clark 2014. March 9 (2014-03-09) Chilling story about an Atlanta woman who mastered a plot to kill
her husband while trying to cash in a life insurance policy. 2105Teresa Imel's 2014 March 16 (2014-03-16) The disturbing story of Teresa Imel, who was her alienated husband Kurt, was killed because he wanted a divorce and she wanted insurance money. 2116Holly McFeeture 2014. March 23 (2014-03-23) A sinister
story about an Ohio woman who was sentenced to life in prison for slowly killing two of her children's fathers with antifreeze. 2127Cardied Armstrong's decision of 2014 to be 2127 was 14 December 2014. March 30 (2014-03-30) The story of a botched bank robbery that became deadly when one of the perpetrators was
killed by a remotely controlled bomb attached to his neck. 2138Joanna Findlay's 2014 30 March 2014 -03-30 The shocking story of a Scottish university lecturer convicted in the US of attempted murder of her husband. 2149Joann Helfrich may, on 14 December 2014, On April 6th (2014-04-06) A Pennsylvania woman
claimed that she shot her living friend at least seven times after being charged by an intruder. But detectives suspected foul play. 21510Marjorie Orbin's decision of 2014 to 31 December 2014 is to be made a 100%100 years. April 13 (2014-04-13) Cool story about sex, lies and murders directed at exotic dancer Marjorie
Orbin, killed and in Arizona in 2004, her husband was ousted. Season 13 (2014) Snapped season 13 episodesNo.overallNo. episodesNo.overallNo. air date2161Lupita Acuna on 31 December 2014. April 20 (2014-04-20) The murder of a Texas man reveals a deadly love triangle and destroys two families. 2172Kimberly
Parker on 31 December 2014. April 27 (2014-04-27) The story of Kimberly Parker, who was accused of planning her life insurance policy in July 2000 and murder. 2183Bernadette Perusquia4 May 2014 (2014-05-04) Bernadette Perusquia, a school nurse who was sentenced to life after her husband was shot. But was it
self-defense or murder? 2194Catherine Hamborsky's 2014 Decision is based on the use of the european commission's decision to use the May 11 (2014-05-11) The story of Catherine Hamborsky, who shot a bartender, then burned a bar while trying to cover her tracks - a crime for which she was convicted in 2006.
2205Tracy Lawson submitted a decision on 14 December 2014. May 18 (2014-05-18) The story of Tracy Lawson, who was accused of killing her husband Andy with a metal pipe, claimed in her defence that he was abusing her. 2216Tina Lunney on 22014. On May 25th (2014-05-25) The story of a debt-ridden New
Jersey woman who was convicted of strangling her 81-year-old mother with a tie. 2227Chyann Bratcher may, on 14 May 2014, June 1 (2014-06-01) Disturbing story about a mother and daughter convicted of the 1995 murder lease scheme that led to the drowning of a man in Texas. 2238Vonlee Nicole Titlow on 20 May
2014. On August 17th (2014-08-17) After an alcoholic millionaire dies due to seemingly natural causes, unexpected betrayal reveals that there may be more to the victim's death than meeting with an eye. 2249Rose Chase 2014. August 24 (2014-08-24) Ontario county woman Rose Chase, who killed her husband Adam
in 2012, split and destroyed her body, and lied about her whereabouts months after that. 22510Michele Williams on 31 December 2014. On August 31st (2014-08-31) Pretty blonde survives an attack that kills her husband. but does her story hold up? 22611Colette Reyes7. September 2014 (2014-09-07) The story of
Colette Reyes, who pulled a gun on her college professor's husband in her garage, and after he had died, asked for insanity at her hearing. 22712Kirstin Lobato on 31 December 2014. On September 14th (2014-09-14) The troubled small-town teen moves to Las Vegas in search of adventure, but Sin City gives her much
more than she bargained for when she gets caught up in the awful murder. 22813Robyn Davis on 31 December 2014. September 21 (2014-09-21) Best friends group together after husband's death, but do they share a deadly mystery? 22914Verina Childs on 20 May 2014. September 28(2014-09-28) The crimes of
Verina's children, who fatally shot a man in Douglas's back in November 2009 while on a hunting trip in Mississippi and died in the woods. 23015Selena: The death of the superstar in 2014. On October 5th (2014-10-05) When Latin pop star Selena is found in the hotel lobby bleeding to death, authorities are beginning to
believe that Yolanda Saldivar - her number one fan and close friend, is probably not as loyal as Selena thought. Season 14 Snapped season 14 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air Nelson 2014. November 9 (2014-11-09) When a beautiful woman's much older husband disappears under mysterious
circumstances, the police suspect that more than just a woman's story has been cooked. 2322Tammy Armstrong on 31 December 2014. November 16 (2014-11-16) In the game of the poor police officer of the classical good, a determined detective smooses a woman in Wisconsin to resolve the suspicious disappearance
of her friend. 2333Whitehead Twins 2014. November 23 (2014-11-23) When a young mother of 16-year-old twins dies, investigators must go into the family's complex relationship to unravel the mystery of her murder. 2344Sandra Plunkett was authorised in 2014 to be used in the 1994-2014 November 30 (2014-11-30)
After a bedridden former police officer is executed at his home, his wife's sedicing secrets become public knowledge and turn the investigation in a surprising direction. 2355Mary Ann Langley7. December 2014 (2014-12-07) When a marriage ends in flames, the police must determine whether it was an accident or an act
of revenge. 2366Mandy Smith on 20 May 2014. December 14 (2014-12-14) When a man disappears, the search leads the police to his girlfriend and secrets about his past. 2377Julia Phillips on 20 January 2014. December 21st (2014-12-21) A woman is attacked and her rich lover is killed - but the police soon have
reason to question her story, believing she knows more than she nods about the crime. 2388Wendy CobbDecember 28, 2014 (2014-12-28) The couple's dream home goes up in flames, but suspected fire and secret lover lead officials to ask if the wife was involved. 2399Jodden shaverFebruary 8, 2015 (2015-02-08) A
young woman's reconnection to childhood crush seems like a fairy tale story, but her newfound happiness can be destroyed by questions about missing people. , 2015 (2015-02-22) When a man is kidnapped from his front yard, evidence from a Taser and a strange car accident lead them to the unlikeliest suspects.
24212Pamela Phillips on 15 May 2015. March 1 (2015-03-01) A wealthy socialite and former model becomes the prime suspect behind the car bomb murder outside an exclusive country club. 24313Juatasha Denton-McCaster on 31 May 2015. March 8 (2015-03-08) The secret of a headless corpse causes the police to
make an unlikely charge against a college student and her missing husband. 24414Shriya Patel on 31 December 2015 March 15 (2015-03-15) An orderly marriage goes awry, but was it the husband or his immigrant wife who set fire to a deadly fire? Season 15 (2015) Snapped season 15 episodesNo.overallNo.
inseasonTitleOrioriginal air date2451Camia GametMarch 22, 2015 (2015-03-22) Investigation into the horrific murder reveals one couple's shocking history of domestic abuse and raises questions about the identity of the agresors. 2462Mindy Dodd's 2015 29 March 2015-03-29 Mindy case who was imprisoned for
shooting dead her stepfather turned husband - despite the fact she was not the one to pull the trigger. 2473Social Media, 5 April 2015 (2015-04-05) Three women's stories accused of murder, all with one common case - their crimes were inspired or motivated by social media. 2484Marisa DeVault was 2484 in 2015. On
April 12 (2015-04-12), the story of Arizona woman Marisa Devault, who bludge her husband with a hammer, then told the court that she had suffered years of abuse at her hands. 2495Ana Trujillo was 2495. The story of Ana Trujillo, who was accused of being stabbed by her ex-boyfriend on the heels of her stiletto after a
drunken argument in June 2013. 2506Denise Bozarth5 July 2015 (2015-07-05) Discovery of a man murdered in the body of his houseboat in June 2007 - a crime for which police arrested his widow Denise Bozarth. 2517Angelina Rodriguez on 25 January 2015. July 12 (2015-07-12) The story of Angelina Rodriguez,
whose husband fell victim to a sudden illness that ended in his death. But few or people knew that the widow was hiding a poisonous secret. 2528Pamel BallinJuly 19, 2015 (2015-07-19) A man has been beaten to death in his home, prompting police to start looking for an intruder – unaware the culprit is much closer
than they understand. 2539Dianna Saunders 2015. July 26th (2015-07-26) The story of Dianna Saunders, who hired her ex-husband to kill her boyfriend for insurance money. 25410Kathleen Dorsett on 31 December 2015. On August 2 (2015-08-02) the case of Kathleen Dorsett, who wanted to start a new life away from
her ex-husband - it involved her parents in a plot to kill her. 25511 Heather Horst on 31 December 2015. August 9 (2015-08-09) The story of Heder Horst, who hired a man to shoot her husband so she could claim life insurance. 25612Judith Hawkey 2015. The case of Judy Hawkey, who is accused of imputing her 10-
year-old son to murder his father by shooting a man in the head, on 16 August 2015.15. 25713Gabriela Escutia on 31 December 2015. August 23rd (2015-08-23) The story of 25-year-old Gabriela Escutia, who lured her ex-boyfriend to a shopping mall where she shot him dead in a cold-blooded murder. Season 16 (2015-
2016) Snapped season 16 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date2581Yalanda Linda 2015. September 6 (2015-09-06) The story of Waco woman Yalanda Lind, who was sentenced to life imprisonment in 2008 for stabbing her mother to death. 2592Kimberly Cargill's 2015 September 13 (2015-09-13) They
say that mother's love is forever, but when the body of the deceased is found in a small town in Texas, does it have a single mother facing death? 2603Mary Jane Fonder 2015. September 20th (2015-09-20) As members of a small Pennsylvania church were left shocked by the shooting of one of their congregations in
2008 - especially since the other was charged with murder. 2614Carmen Montelongo on 31 December 2015. European Commission (2015-09-27) When police find a woman pushing a garbage bin full of body parts on the street after a sudden disappearance, they they some questions to ask. 2625Christine Billis4.
October 2015 (2015-10-04) Christine Billis case that killed her husband by slamming his car into a tree that looked like an accident - knowing that without a seat belt, he would never survive. 2636Kristi Fulgham's 2015 marketing year was 1000 years of age. December 13 (2015-12-13) The story of a 13-year-old
confessed to murder, only the police suspect that he was manipulated by his half-brother. 2647Cheryl Kunkle 2015. December 20th (2015-12-20) Murder investigation that pits a son against his mother and sheds new light on a previously unsolved death. 2658 Brenda Bratschi was 2015. December 27 (2015-12-27)
Discovery of the remains of the deceased's body under the trailer, five years after the mysterious disappearance - the case that led back to the victim's wife Brenda Bratschi. 2669Brynn Hartman's 2016 Article 10 January 3 (2016-01-03) Inside the story of the celebrity murder that shocked the nation when U.S. comedian
and actor Phil Hartman was shot by his wife Brynn at their home in 1998. 26710Michelle Despain 2016. January 10 (2016-01-10) The case of Michelle Despain and her father, who drew a home invasion as a front for their murder of Michelle's husband Marc. 26811Michele Williams on 31 December 2016. On January
17th (2016-01-17) Michele seems to have the perfect life of wealth and success until her husband is found shot in his bed; she faces difficult questions about suicide, murder and money. 26912Ana Gonzalez-Angulo 2016. On January 24th (2016-01-24) Ana Gonzalez-Angulo, a well-known breast cancer research doctor,
is being investigated for poisoning her lover and collaborator, Dr. George Blumenschein. 27013Patricia Olson 2016 January 31st (2016-01-31) An investigation into an apparent farm accident reveals a entangled family area with one woman in the center - Patricia Olsen. Season 17 (2016) Snapped season 17
episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOrioriginal air date2711Sabrina ZunichFebruary 14, 2016 (2016-02-14) The brutal murder of Sabrina's foster mother raised questions about her relationship with her foster father. 2722Patricia BurneyFebruary 21, 2016 (2016-02-21) When a bullet is found driving a human body
presumed to have died from natural causes, the double life of his wife and daughter is exposed. 2733Maryann CastorenaFebruary 28, 2016 (2016-02-28) Maryann Castorena case, accused of hitman paying his former boyfriend Jose Hernandez for life insurance money. 2744Erin Everett's 2016 On March 6th (2016-03-
06) Erin reports a brutal attack on her friend who became a lover, but secret relationships and allegations of abuse add a striking turn of inquiry. 2755Heather Miller 2016. March 13 (2016-03-13) The betrayal of a best friend reveals a woman's plot to kill her husband; the secrets of magic, poison and juicy neighbourhood
issues. 2766Amber Smith 2016. March 20th (2016-03-20) A woman who came home to find her home ransacked and her fiance died in bed. But soon suspected she knew more about about - after melting snow revealed a thread. 2777Terez Burousas on 20 May 2016. June 12 (2016-06-12) After the man was shot,
Teresa sends the bodies of two gunmen, but evidence indicates the killer is closer to home. 2788Indigestic love2016. June 19 (2016-06-19) Two stories of poisonous love, with a rich socialite and a Midwestern woman who has only one thing in common. 2799Cartain Ben26 June 2016 (2016-06-26) Eric's suspicious death
leaves police asking if it is a suicide, an intruder, or whether it was a girlfriend with a deadly secret. 28010Lynette Pontius on 16 May 2016. Lynette flees the country when her ex-boyfriend is shot during a custody dispute on 3 July 2016-07-03; investigators face many challenges. 28111Suzanne Schoff on 31 December
2016. On 10 July 2016-07-10, Frank is cut off; Police reveal sick pieces of lies and manipulation, centered on their ongoing custody battle. 28212Angela StoldtJuly 17, 2016 (2016-07-17) The stabbing and strangulation death of limousine driver of his neighbor Angela Stoldt is being investigated. 28313Monique Kitts 2016.
July 24 (2016-07-24) A successful daycare owner finds her husband dead after a possible home invasion, but police reveal a shocking double life and murder plan full of alleged co-workers. Season 18 (2016) Snapped season 18 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date2841Shelia Eddy7 August 2016 (2016-
08-07) The teenager is being handed the ultimate betrayal of her closest friends, but her family is shocked to learn the truth about her disappearance. 2852Ajelina Lewis on 20 May 2016. August 14 (2016-08-14) Ajelina Lewis is accused of murdering her ex-boyfriend, but she has a covert story - was it a drug-related
murder or a despised lover who was pushed to the brink? 2863Carol Kopenkoskey on 26 May 2016 August 21 (2016-08-21) The mystery, lies and adultery on the surface, when a 39-year marriage ends in a brutal shooting. 2874 Colds 2016 On 28 August 2016(2016-08-28), the cases of two women suspected of
committing horrific crimes against their husbands were cold, leaving the families of the victims devastated. 2885Kimberly Long4. September 2016 (2016-09-04) Kim Long case, which was the prime suspect when her boyfriend was beaten and stabbed to death, leaving the police to prove that she is the culprit.
2896Giselle Esteban's 2016 Booking. September 11 (2016-09-11) The story of Giselle Esteban, who was the prime suspect when the friendship turned into an obsessive romantic rivalry, which led to a deadly conclusion. 2907Ghazal Mansury 2016. September 18 (2016-09-18) When her older mother disappeared,
Ghazal Mansury blamed dementia. But, as this documentary reveals, the rest of her family suspected something much sinister happened. 2918Dawn Fowler 2016. September 25th (2016-09-25) The story of a man who met grisly end after getting caught up in scandalous sex on the web, lies and involving his ex-wife and
her boyfriend. 2929 Notorious: Menendez Brothers, Brothers, or victims? Part of the October 2, 2016 (2016-10-02) Special divisive episode, investigating the crimes of the Menendez brothers, asking who the brothers and sisters were, and studying what led them to the murder of their parents. 29310 Sadly famous:
Menendez Brothers, Monsters or Victims? Part 22016 October 2 (2016-10-02) Concluding part of the two-set special crimes and trials of the notorious Menendez brothers. 29411Loretta Burroughs 2016 On October 9th (2016-10-09) The woman claimed that her husband left her only to disappear , but the subsequent
search became something unexpected deep in her closet. 29512Donna Blanton's 2016 booking On October 16 (2016-10-16) The death of the State Cavalier leads to all kinds of hunting for his killer, but the evidence points to his new wife and a great secret. 29613Diane Borchardt's 2016Diane Borchardt October 23
(2016-10-23) A study of the fatal shooting of a popular teacher's assistant husband reveals infidelity, teenage hit and airtight alibi. 29714Susan Walls 2016. October 30 (2016-10-30) Disturbingly secretly unraveled family members, de-de-touched the mother against her daughter when her husband was murdered.
29815Chandaliea Lowder on 16 December 2016. November 6 (2016-11-06) The shooting of a man divides the community when the perpetrator is discovered as a mother who believes he sexually assaulted her daughter. Season 19 (2016-2017) Snapped season 19 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriorioriginal air
date2991Tanasha Siena2016. On November 13th (2016-11-13) The argument between the pair ends in murder, but the police are not sure whether it was a self-defense act or something sinister. 3002Deborah Huiett may 30, 2016, be able to take action on the use of the information referred to in Article 1011(1) of
November 20th (2016-11-20) Investigation into the bloody discovery of a woman's body by the roadside, which revealed a complex love triangle and jealously taken over suspects. 3013Michele Donohue on 3016. On 27 November 2016 (2016-11-27), Michele Donohue claimed that her husband left her for another
woman. But years later there was a chilling truth about his whereabouts. 3024Patricia MacCallum4. December 2016 (2016-12-04) When a camper disappears, fingers point at his wife as an investigation reveals marital problems and threatening plots. 3035Shayna Hubers 2016. December 11(2016-12-11) When a student
kills his friend, the jury must decide whether it was self-defense or senseless murder because the secrets of their relationship are revealed. 3046Shaunna Dodd 2016. December 18 (2016-12-18) A deadly invasion of the home leads to questions about popular bartender, illegal drugs and the murder of her husband.
3057Michelle Byrom 2017. January 8 (2017-01-08) When a man is shot, the suspect is a rebellious son and abused wife. But soon it turns out something even more sinister might have happened. 3068Donna Scrivo 2017. January 15 (2017-01-15) When a man's broken body is found, close-knit city residents from the
floor with the possibility that the culprit might be his loving mother. 3079Sarah McLinn 2017. on 22 January 2017-01-22 murder makes a young young investigation centre involving her boss and the possibility of obtaining multiple persons. 30810Steis Shock2017. January 29 (2017-01-29) The murder of a faithful family
man leads investigators through a twisted story of insidiousness, treason, and the murderous plan of one woman. 30911Therese Kotomski's decision of 30911 to be used in 2017 is to be used in the 2017 12 February 2017-02-12 A woman faces tough decisions when her husband is on life support because of a
mysterious illness; an investigation reveals whether she is a desperate wife in love or hiding a poisonous secret. 31012Traci Wolfe 2017. February 19 (2017-02-19) The story of a woman twisted in the heart of a love triangle involving her estranged husband, who ended up charged with brutal murder. 31113Judy Parker
on 3113Judy Parker on 3113Jud parker on 3113 June 2017. February 26 (2017-02-26) The mysterious death of a business man sends the police to years of investigation, leading to suspicions about those who are closest and dear to him. Season 20 (2017) To celebrate its twentieth season, Oxygen announced that it will
open its killer season with a two-hour notorious special focus on Scott Peterson. [13] Snapped season 20 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date3121Mry famous: Scott PetersonMay 7, 2017 (2017-05-07) When 8 months pregnant Laci Peterson disappeared on Christmas Eve 2002, her disappearance
became a shocking national story. Scott, convicted of her murder 15 years ago, now has grounds for appeal. Has Scott received a fair trial? 3132Vegas Bray 2017. On May 14th (2017-05-14) An attractive woman has witnessed the shooting of her former friend, but cannot remember what happened when asking
questions about suicide, persecution and shared personalities. 3143Shanda Crain's 2017 Booking. May 21 (2017-05-21) If a daughter discovers the dead bodies of her parents during the murders of some other family members, investigators wonder whether the family is being targeted or if it could be inside the work.
3154Tracy Fortson 2017. On May 28th (2017-05-28) The body was found in concrete, leading to questions about the former sheriff's deputy and what is her friend's ties to law enforcement. 3165 Lucille Duncan's 2017 June 4 (2017-06-04) When a body is discovered in the woods, authorities are asking if he is a victim of
revenge from an ex-girlfriend, her over-protective brother or her 14-year-old son. 3176Tina Williamson 2017. June 11 (2017-06-11) The deadly shooting raises questions about an elderly man's business dealings and his friendship with a much younger woman. 3187Misook Wang 2017. On June 18th (2017-06-18) While
the community is looking for a missing businessman, police reveal a shocking dispute with money hungry relatives that they hope they will lead them to the murderer. 3198 Vitaney Harris 2017. June 25 (2017-06-25) A young mother tries to convince detectives that she is an innocent victim when they investigate whether
she has anything to do with a deadly plan. 3209Diane Staudte's 2017 Booking. July 9 (2017-07-09) They say that the deaths come three, but when a young woman falls ill after an eerily similar death her father and brother, brother, family member and the limits of mother's love. 32110Lisa Graham on 32 January 2017.
July 16 (2017-07-16) A woman who fell for a threatening plan and wound up a dead woman. The killer was just on orders - from someone very close to home. 32211Rebecca Fenton 2017. July 23 (2017-07-23) A woman finds her husband dead and declares her innocence, but questions about his wealth, suspicious fire
and her scandalous past raise red flags. 32312Kwaneta Harris on 32017. July 30 (2017-07-30) Containment leads the police to a concrete tomb and twisted deception, fraud and murder plot, as one woman goes to extreme lengths to escape justice. Season 21 (2017) Snapped season 21 episodesNo.overallNo.
inseasonTitleOrioriginal air date3241Eve Nance August 2017 (2017-08-06) When a beloved Wisconsin father disappears, his wife blames drugs. However, close friends suspect a violent confrontation that ended in a marriage filled with secrets. 3252Martha Ann McClancy on 32017. On August 13th (2017-08-13), the
Church, which is a southern woman, loses her husband in tragedy, but a cloud of suspicion haunts her new marriage and leads to a new conclusion. 3263Sandra Barajas 2017. August 20 (2017-08-20) Sandra and Mike Barajas have a seemingly happy marriage for 30 years, but after Mike is found dead, the criminal's
confession begins to seem like his death was inside. 3274 Sadly famous: Dr. Pētersons2017. August 27 (2017-08-27) Take an in-depth look at the lives and crimes of the master manipulator and monster, Dr. Peterson. Peterson is currently serving time for the murder of his third wife while the search for his fourth wife
Stacy continues. 3285Beatrice Camper 2017. September 3 (2017-09-03) A popular cab driver is shot to work, while a search for his killer reveals his wife's secret prison visit, torrid case and alleged conspiracy. 3296 Sadly famous: Tupac Shakur2017. On September 10th (2017-09-10) Tupac and Biggie, when friends,
became embroiled in a collision course that ended in tragedy. Loved ones and insiders give a personal account of the key six days between Tupac's shooting and his tragic death. 3307Sandy Locklear 2017. September 17 (2017-09-17) The murder of a well-like widower leaves the police wondering what secrets his
marriage to his young, much younger wife might hide. 3318Michelle Paet 2017. On September 24th (2017-09-24) A happy military family continued the walls, which will soon be demolished. Does Michelle's husband bring his destiny to himself, or is she behind the whole thing? 3329Laura Stelmasek 2017. On October
1st (2017-10-01) Investigators are trying to unravel a mystery involving a couple embroiled in an interstate romance and deadly plan. 33310Dawson McGehee8 October 2017 (2017-10-08) Police reveal the beloved mother of four people murdered. Panic intensifies as the investigation turns into a case of populated
demons, masks, and a potential psychopath for losing. 33411Seryke Kopples2017. 15 October 2015 Halloween night night The invader attacks and kills two roommates and leaves another happy to be alive. Although the story resembles a plot horror movie – the terror of this California city is all too real. 33512 Barbara
Garcia's 2017 booking for the use of barbara garcia On October 22 (2017-10-22) Trick-or-treaters in a small Indiana town have no idea that a sweet grandmother who exits candies also hides a deadly secret in her garage. 33613Daniel Clay29 October 2017 (2017-10-29) After a massive Halloween bash ends with a
young woman's mysterious disappearance, a tiny agricultural town fears that evil stalks its countryside. 33714Helen Moore 2017 On 5 November 2017-11-05, Helen's friend disappears just as the authorities find a split worth, but the case must not be closed; 20 years later, Helen's new story could be a game changer.
33815Danielle Parker on 33 December 2017. November 12 (2017-11-12) The death of a police officer leads to the search for her murderer. Is her shooting payback for old arrests, or is it much closer to home? Season 22 (2017-2018) Snapped season 22 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date3391Emma
RaineNovember 19, 2017 (2017-11-19) Detectives are investigating the death of a former soldier to reveal suspicious details of his wife's past, and it is necessary to decide whether it is a tragic coincidence or something more sinister. 3402Karen Sanchez on 34 January 2017. November 26 (2017-11-26) When the body
of a missing man is found, his wife finds herself under a microscope, but can the police prove that she was involved before the case goes cold? 3413Keana Barnes on 3413Keana Barnes on 3413 Keana Barnes on 3413. 3 December 2017-12-03) Two dead men helped a distressed girl. Does playing a good Samaritan
cost them her life, and the authorities would be worried that she might put someone else at risk? 3424Alaina Mercer 2017. December 10 (2017-12-10) Dedicated to raising her daughter's child, a loving grandmother is found executed in her home. Police unfold an ongoing custody battle that leads to suspicion against
those closest to her grandchild. 3435Tameshia Shelton on 3435 2017. December 17 (2017-12-17) A young hunter ends up dead while hunting for his predators. Was it a case of accidental shooting, or was there a more sinister explanation? 3446Valerie Pape 2018. On January 7th (2018-01-07) An Arizona socialite
makes a horrific discovery in a garbage container that leads local law enforcement to ask questions about her troubled marriage. She claims she found the man dead, but the police have reason to believe otherwise. 3457 Crystal Weimer 2018 On January 14 (2018-01-14) A young man has been brutally killed and a
woman is found in bloody blood just hours later. She is adamant that she is innocent, and later twist in the case of the turmoil of everyone involved. Season 23 (2018) Snapped season 23 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date3461Shajia AyobiJanual 21, 2018 (2018-01-21) Does shocking carjacking have



links to international espionage? Or will the killer become someone much closer to home? 3472Sonia 28 January 2018-01-28 (2018-01-28) the young father disappears, authorities suspect of his illegal activity, but the revelation about the mother of his children becomes an investigation upside down. 3483Kimberly
RossFebruary 11, 2018 (2018-02-11) A generous couple opens their homes to help others, but a deadly home invasion raises questions about lies and conspiracies under their roof. 3494Shelly ArndtFebruary 18, 2018 (2018-02-18) A deadly fire destroyed homes and left one person dead, but investigators suspect that
the fire was inside work. 3505Verginia TurnerFebruary 25, 2018 (2018-02-25) When a prominent Californian lawyer is blusced to death, police reveal a potential love triangle involving the victim's on-off girlfriend. 3516Melissa Napier4. March 2018 (2018-03-04) When a determined son urges the police to investigate his
father's disappearance, he is being sixth in a storm of family tragedy and treason. 3527Joanna McElrath 2018. On March 11th (2018-03-11) Investigators are immersed in the dark web of mysteries and are on the look into the murder of a colleague's police officer. 3538Joyce Sturdivant on 35 May 2018. March 18 (2018-
03-18) The death of a Texas racing driver leads detectives along a suspected winding road and reveals deep, dark family secrets that have been hidden for decades. 3549 Sadly famous: Aileen Wuornos2018. March 25 (2018-03-25) Take an in-depth look at the complexity of the case against a woman labelled America's
first female serial killer. Questions still revolve around her claim of self-defense and whether she got the justice she deserved. 35510Margaret LitchfieldAprī 1, 2018 (2018-04-01) When a popular construction man in a tight-knit Texas city is found gunned down in his home, it takes police a decade and a half to track down
the killer. 35611Wanda Stanley8 April 2018 (2018-04-08) When a Brooklyn native is found shot to death in the back bank of his car in a rough Atlanta neighborhood, police have to figure out if problems followed him south or if the killer is in his inner circle. 35712Donna Thorngren's 2018 April 15 (2018-04-15) Mysterious
shooting of a religious family man leaves the community mentioning: is this a drug-related slaying or a bloody family affair? 35813Amy Van Wagner 2018 April 22 (2018-04-22) The quiet city of Wisconsin shakes its first murder in six years, when his eccentric father was found in his basement. 35914Eugenia Campbell's
2018 On April 29 (2018-04-29) A soldier survives two dangerous tours of duty in Iraq - but in a twist of cruel fate, he is brutally murdered in his own home, known by someone he knows. 36015Martha Farmer on 36018. May 6 (2018-05-06) The parking lot that shoots the dead of the night leaves detectives with a long list of
suspects, but the whole killer is in plain sight. 36116 Notorious for good: Charles Cullen2018. On May 12 (2018-05-12), Nurse Charles Cullen is one of America's most prolific serial killers. Police say he may have murdered up to 400 Cullen claimed he acted mercifully. In-depth In-Depth the case reveals the truth behind
his motives. 36217 Sadly Famous: Kristen Gilbert2018. May 13 (2018-05-13) Look at the case of nurse Kristen Gilbert, who may have committed up to 60 murders in a Massachusetts hospital. 36318Dee Eggert on 3618 Dee Eggert's annual file of 36318 Dee Eggert was 3018. May 20th (2018-05-20) A restless woman
turns her life around when she returns home to the family farm. When her elderly mother disappears, the police discover twisted internet deceit, betrayal, and forbidden romance. 36419Eileen Leone's 2018 booking May 27 (2018-05-27) When a charismatic father and a adored member of the local youth sports community
has bludted to death, the police must find a fact from fiction to pinpoint their killer. 36520Sindia Reese 2018. June 3 (2018-06-03) The Small Town Church is stunned when a parish member is murdered, in a stunning twist the pool of suspects is drawn directly from the walls of the church. 36621Marisa Wright on
36621Marisa Wright's 2018 On June 10 (2018-06-10), an Arkansas father reports missing his son, launching an investigation that reveals a dark network of lies and a horrific discovery that is more deadly than the police have ever imagined. 36722Janet Tyburski on 36 December 2018. June 17 (2018-06-17) The loving
grandmother warns the police when she recognizes her daughter's dead body in the evening news, triggering an investigation that proves that blood is not always thicker than water. 36823Roxanne Buck on 36823Roxanne Buck on 36 December 2018. June 24 (2018-06-24) When authorities discover a young woman's
body in a barn, they struggle to determine whether her killer is someone under her roof or the result of an illegal case. 36924Neola Robinson 2018. July 1 (2018-07-01) A investigation into missing mechanics sends the Texas authorities a wild goose chase that ends in a dead end... until years when a new tip heats this
cold case to a boil. 37025 Diana Nadella on 37 January 2018. July 8 (2018-07-08) A prosperous grandmother becomes the victim of a complicated murder scene fuelled by passion and greed. 37126 Notorious for good: Ted Bundy in 2018. On 15 July 2018-07-15, Ted Bundy killed at least 36 young women in the 1970s;
glamorized as a handsome, well-educated thug who outsmarted the law, Bundy may be an evil genius or con artist who poses as a privileged hide monster in plain sight. 37227Ashley Schutt 2018. July 22 (2018-07-22) When a woman whose blood appears on a neighbor's doorstep, georgian police begin a home invasion
investigation that forces them to discover more twists than they could ever imagine. 37328Susan Hendricks 2018. 29 July 2018-07-29 A tumultuous household dynamic result due to the deaths of four family members... but who pulls the trigger? 37429Sharon Maxwell5. August 2018 (2018-08-05) Firefighters are fighting a
vehicle fire in horror to discover a man's charcoal body at the base of the flames. The ongoing investigation reveals a sinister murder plot that little small Texas town can understand. 37530Denise Frei on 3718. European Commissions of 12 December 2004 on (2018-08-12) The murder of a local café owner drives a small
town police force to unveil a diabolical scheme scandalous temptations. Season 24 (2018-2019) Snapped season 24 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriorioriginal air date3761Amy Fisher2018. On August 19th (2018-08-19) A jealous teenager is a brazen act of violence to put a shadowy case in the spotlight of a
country; The surviving victim, Mary Jo Buttafuoco, sheds light on her side in the scandal that rocked America. 3772 Angela Ferguson on 37 December 2018. August 26 (2018-08-26) When the body of a beloved aircraft machine is found stuffed in the trunk of his car, investigators follow the path of deception to a
manipulative murderer. 3783 Sadly Famous: BTK serial Killer2. September 2018 (2018-09-02) Self-named killer B.T.K., murdered 10 people over 17 years all while taunting Wichita police and media before being exposed as a family man and churchgoer, Rader. It's only in the interview that he discovers what drove him to
do it. 3794Angelina O'Mara 2018. On September 9, 2018 (2018-09-09), in the fall of 2011, homicide detectives in cities more than two hundred miles away from each other connect two separate murders with one cruel murderer. 3805Julene Simko on 3805Julene Simko's 2018 September 16 (2018-09-16) When an Ohio
landscaping business owner is shot to death in his bed, an investigation from its implementation reveals the developed web of sex, obsession and power. 3816Jackie Ray 2018. September 23 (2018-09-23) Murder investigation in Gigharbor, Washington reveals the dark length one woman will go to her family's safety.
3827Dian Love bizarre30. September 2018 (2018-09-30) Controversial divorce and custody battle descends on one father's slag crosses. 3838 Crystal Mangum may be 3008/2018. October 7 (2018-10-07) One of the most famous Durham citizens in North Carolina finds itself thoroughly after her boyfriend is stabbed.
3849Cynthia Coates on 38 May 2018. October 14 (2018-10-14) When a man returns home from a party and finds his caregiver shot to death, detectives must shatter a complex network of animosity and resentment to find his killer. 38510Doretta Scheffield on 38 May 2018. October 21 (2018-10-21) The murder of a
landscaping company's beneficial owner sends shock waves through a small ohio town. 38611Carri Standsoverbull28 October 2018 (2018-10-28) When a charred human body is discovered in a native American reservation in Montana, local and federal investigators join forces to piece together a heinous crime.
38712Deborah Pieringer4. November, 2018 (2018-11-04) When the bodies of two grandparents are tragically left dead, investigators are overwhelmed to determine whether the slayings were motivated by insanity or insatiable greed. 38813Cynthia Mueller on 38 December 2018. On November 11th (2018-11-11) When
medical examiners determine that a terminally ill Arizona man may not have died from natural causes, as his family previously thought, the murder investigation begins to unravel the truth. 38914Kelly Cochran18 November 2018 (2018-11-18) When a man in Michigan disappears and still loses his life for nearly 400 miles
investigators investigators marriage pact. 39015Marie Strickland on 39 May 2018. November 25 (2018-11-25) As a bus driver, the murder investigation led detectives to uncover dark, hidden secrets and bring them to the murderer, a well-known victim. 39116Liz Golyar on 39 May 2018. On December 2 (2018-12-02) The
investigation into the disappearance of an Iowa mother sends the police to two countries on a wild journey during which they encounter a volatile love triangle, stolen identity, sonu, and a relentless stalker intent on paying each fee for a refund. 39217Tonya Miller 2018. On December 9 (2018-12-09) The discovery of
Charred's body in a burning pickup truck ignites a murder investigation in Atlanta, Georgia. 39318Ashley Hoath 2018. December 16 (2018-12-16) When an amish teenage couple on horseback stop against a man's body in a field, detectives in southern Michigan are working to put together an atrocious crime.
39419Theresa Tolliver's 2018 December 23 (2018-12-23) Two young boys have been left without a father when an Air Force sergeant is shot by an intruder across his San Antonio home. 39520Marcela Whaley 2019. January 6 (2019-01-06) Insights into the investigation into the terrible murder of a college student in Las
Vegas, which ignites an international manhunt and exposes a deadly love triangle. 39621Patricia Monsell 2019 January 13 (2019-01-13) The murder of a New Jersey businessman leaves investigators stumped... until months when drug busts bring to light a murder plot riddled with greed, addiction, and betrayal.
39722Thersa Rodgers 2019. January 20 (2019-01-20) Suspicious delivery truck driver shooting in the dark glides Sunshine State. 39823Deidra Griffin 2019. January 27 (2019-01-27) When a Baltimore man's decaying body is discovered in his garage, detectives use advanced law enforcement technology to accurately
name a cunning murderer. 39924Constance Tomich's 39924 Tomich article 2019 On February 10 (2019-02-10), the peace of indiana city is interrupted on Valentine's Day 2003, when police receive a report of violent murder. 40025Ana MancioFebruarys 17, 2019 (2019-02-17) A delivery man who was gunned down in
his truck in a remote area of California leads to law enforcement for a bizarre investigation that reveals the case with tragic results. 40126Kimberly MangrumFebruary 24, 2019 (2019-02-24) Investigators in Tennessee work to unravel a twisted murder plot after the mother of two is found floating in a creek. 40227Donna
Matthews on 20 May 2019. On March 3rd (2019-03-03) When investigating a tragic murder, the Wisconsin police are working through a complex web covering all nations, with possible mafia links and scandalous text messages. Season 25 (2019) Snapped season 25 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air
date4031Pandora Zan2019. March 10 (2019-03-10) After a home invasion in Ohio leaves a corrections officer dead, investigators use controlled calls and secret deletions at a motel to solve the case and uncover a cruel plot of land with a bloody 4042Anne Throneberry 2019. March 17 (2019-03-17) An investigation into
an Arkansas couple's disappearance is leading a law enforcement team manhunt through the Ozarks uneven terrain and into unforeseen dangers. 4053Uloma Curry-Walker 2019. On March 24th (2019-03-24) When a revered fire lieutenant is gunned down in his driveway, detectives navigate stories of enduring
neighborhood feuds and a surprise cancer scare piece together a conspiracy piece involving young pawns manipulated by a cunning mastermind. 4064Alishia Noel-Murray 2019 March 31(2019-03-31) After a man was shot just a few feet in his New York home, the ensuing investigation shows that a plot of murder ing a
plot fueled by greed is being used. 4075Opal Williams 2019. April 7 (2019-04-07) When police search for a missing Indiana man to discover the body on the riverbank, they launch an investigation that reveals an amazing story of open marriage and evidence of brutal torture. 4086Lisa Jones-OrockAprīl 14, 2019 (2019-
04-14) Police in a small Pennsylvania town respond to an eyewitness report of a murder behind a grocery store and find that the victim is no stranger to law enforcement. 4097Sharon HalsteadApproa. 21, 2019 (2019-04-21) When a young mother is executed and her family critically injured, investigators piece together
haunting clues and earlier murders to capture deranged murderers with a spiritual calling. 4108Geraldine Jones on 31 December 2019 April 28 (2019-04-28) A young mother disappears with a woman who claims to be a social worker, but the investigation into her whereabouts ends with a horrific discovery. 4119Anne
Trovato5. May 2019 (2019-05-05) A family recovering from one devastating loss has hit another when a man finds his sister stabbed to death in his living room. 41210Kristen Westfall 2019. On May 12 (2019-05-12) When a newlywed couple is gunned down outside a Texas church, small town police officers realize they
know the victim as they discover a murder plot fuelled by twisted family ties. 41311Betty Broderick 2019. On May 19th (2019-05-19) Mighty's lawyer and his new bride are killed; detectives are trying to track down a despised socialite, and they unearth twisted tales of adultery, foreclosure orders and alleged abuse.
41412Kisha Schaberg's 2019 booking May 19 (2019-05-19) Family life is turned upside down when a ghost from their past returns to revenge. 41513Hannah StoneMay 26, 2019 (2019-05-26) When a devout single mother disappears from her home, investigators fear that she has been kidnapped by a group of teens
hell-bent on a diabolical plan... And race to find him before it's too late. 41614Jerrie Bryant 2019. June 2 (2019-06-02) When a man disappears in a rural small town of Tennessee, family members and detectives together to uncover scandalous secrets fueled by greed and lust. 41715Kelly Harrod's 2019 booking June 9
(2019-06-09) After the beloved father disappears, his family and work tirelessly for four years to find him until a well-known witness, witness, finally expose a diabolical conspiracy that can be paid for sexual favors. 41816Jodania Graham on 31 December 2019. June 16 (2019-06-16) If the body of the honeymooner is
spotted at the base of a cliff in Glacier National Park, local and federal authorities will join forces for an investigation that will force their skills to carry out a final inspection. 41917Karri Willoughby 2019 June 23 (2019-06-23) After a well-known saddle girl walks away from an obvious heart attack, police find a reason to
doubt natural death following rumors of drugs and embezzlement. 42018Cindy McKay 2019. June 30 (2019-06-30) The discovery of a burning body by a victim disturbs the peace one February night and puts investigators on the path of an elusive criminal whose desire for financial results led to murder. 42119Nanette
Litherland was 2019. July 7 (2019-07-07) If a household aims to shoot twice in a short period of time, investigators in rural Missouri fields sift through the community in search of family enemies that force them to master the towing strings. 42220Jasmine Harlee on 31 December 2019. July 14 (2019-07-14) An investigation
into the mysterious death of a loving mother is forcing authorities to discover a diabolical plot that has been hatched close to home. 42321Melissa PattersonJuly 21, 2019 (2019-07-21) After an endearing World War II veteran and family man has put to rest from apparent natural causes, surprise witness surfaces with
murder charges, sparking a police investigation into a false predator. 42422Theresa VossJuly 28, 2019 (2019-07-28) When the body is discovered in the trunk of a burning car, police in Ohio sift through the ashes by thread; as the years slip by without arrest, the killer may have avoided capture. 42523Judy Flanagan4.
August, 2019 (2019-08-04) The discovery of a body in a wildlife management area launches a murder investigation that forces a group of friends to put a hot seat. When the police think they find an amazing clue and a possible hidden message the case breaks wide open. 42624 Rebecca Braswell's 2019 August 11
(2019-08-11) The investigation into the murder of a military hero examines the links of military friendship and unravels countless secrets, lies and hidden identities. 42725Pamel Lanier on 30 May 2019. August 18 (2019-08-18) A woman's innocence is questioned after her husband dies in mysterious weakness, and
encourages detectives to plunge deeply into her past. 42826 Georgia Watson 2019. On August 25th (2019-08-25) When a man is ambushed by fire-fighting bullets outside his home, investigators follow a twisted trail of suspects vengeful mastermind. Season 26 (2019-2020) Snapped season 26 episodesNo.overallNo.
inseasonTitleOrioriginal air date4291Kathryn Briggs1. September 2019 (2019-09-01) A decorated soldier falls in love with a beautiful model online. Tragically, after returning home from serving two tours abroad, he has been brutally murdered in his home. 4302Beverly McColm8 September 2019 (2019-09-08) Police a
philanthropic businessman was shot dead in his home. A surprise visit from a stranger attending his funeral takes detectives down an unexpected path to discover a sweet but deceptive killer. 4313Nancy Khan 2019 September 15 (2019-09-15) Investigation into the murder of a successful business manager and awaits
his father leading Texas detectives to a dry world and a stubborn murderer. 4324Debra Dillard 2019. September 22 (2019-09-22) A young mother of two on her way to a birthday party is gunned down on the rural side of the highway. The ongoing investigation reveals the wear of a tightly knit family. 4335Janice Dodson
2019 September 29 (2019-09-29) The honeymoon hunting trip becomes deadly when a woman finds her husband shot, sending investigators to track down a muddy bullet hole trail, deception, and dirty laundry left by a devious murderer. 4346 Frances Truesdale 2019 October 6 (2019-10-06) The roadside murder of a
man in Virginia in 1988 sends investigators down with doubt and deadlock until a long buried secret is discovered hundreds of miles away, revealing decades-old secrets. 4357Deborah Perna 2019. October 13 (2019-10-13) When a man is found shot to death on a suburban street, a wild investigation begins with a high-
speed car chase, dangerous gang members and a twisted murder plot that reveals family loyalty. 4368Cynthia Alvarez20 October 2019 (2019-10-20) As Halloween approaches southern California, three mysteriously lost family. During their search for answers, investigators unearth haunting a message pointing to the
murder. 4379William Dennis on 31 December 2019. October 27 (2019-10-27) A young mother's horrific murder on Halloween night sends California investigators a dressed murderer. 43810Tyler Block-Patton 2019. November 2 (2019-11-02) A local real estate tycoon reveals a terrible murder scene. Investigators have sift
through alleged drug use, revenge, and in the case of a mistaken identity to reveal the bombshell of the killer. 43911Valerie Nessler3. November, 2019 (2019-11-03) When deadly rumors are stirred between friends and acquaintances, it excludes a brutal explosion of violence so horrific that even a house fire cannot hide
the truth. 44012Brandy Stutzman's 2019 Opinion on the use of the european commission's decision to state that the use of the information referred to in Article 10(1) of the The murder of the U.S. Air Force on November 10 (2019-11-10) leads Las Vegas investigators along a twisted path to an oasis pumped out by one
woman and links to an unusual fan club. 44113Hazelynn Stomps on 30 May 2019 On November 17th (2019-11-17) Oregon authorities are opening a crime investigation and differing from a complex scheme after a woman reports that a couple of attackers were attacked by a couple of attackers. 44214Hope Schreiner's
2019 On November 24th (2019-11-24) Investigators examine the sudden and violent murder of a retired landscape architect when they suck in information about a disgruntled neighbor and illegal case. 44315 Behind bars: Sheila Davalloo 2019. December 1st ( 2019-12-01) Convicted murderer Davalloo tells his story in a
prison interview; includes a look at the crimes that put her behind bars, information from her past and possible connection to the cold case. 44416Jennifer Morrisey8. December 2019 (2019-12-08) When a colleague in question discovers that a man is being executed in his home for carrying out the surrounding police, is
sent down a winding road of greed, drugs and heartbreak to discover a stubborn murderer. 44517Stephanie OlsonDecember 15, 2019 (2019-12-15) After one mother is found murdered in her Kentucky home, detectives have followed a twisted trail littered with lies to identify the mastermind behind this vicious killing.
44618Tracie Miles22. December 2019 (2019-12-22) When a Kansas mother is discovered brutally murdered in her home, investigators fear that her missing teenage daughter has met a similar fate. They scour the field for clues until rumors guide them to the little mastermind. 44719Thing continues: The death of Selena
in 2019. December 29th (2019-12-29) We review yolanda Saldivar's case and the trial of the convicted pop star Selena in 1995. A new action from Yolanda hit the spotlight in March 2019, which could have a major impact on her conviction. 44820Helen Frazier5 January 2020 (2020-01/05) When the apparent slam dunk
murder investigation becomes muddied by a complex story, police discover their star witness is much closer to the killer than they were originally led to believe. 44921Betty NeumarJanuary 12, 2020 (2020-01/12) cold case shooting from Norwood, North Carolina a man leaves his family shaken and unanswered. After two
decades of passing the investigation resumes only to reveal mysterious deaths spanning half a century. 45022Susan Baker, January 19, 2020 (2020/01/19) When the body of a well-known mechanic is found floating in the Tennessee River, police reveal evidence that leads them to a ruthless killer fuelled by addiction and
greed. 45123Lorraine Hunter, January 26, 2020 (2020/01/26) After a truck driver is found shot to death in the cab of his semi-truck, homicide detectives in California follow a trail of deceit to discover a ruthless killer who will stop at nothing to walk free. 45224Pamela HuppFebruary 9, 2020 (2020-02-09) A mother has
been found dead, another woman brought home, two mysterious crimes linked together with a shocking common ground. Excessive pride turns out to be the collapse of one sinful culprit trying to preserve his reputation. 45325Joy AylorFebruary 16, 2020 (2020-02-16) After the brutal attack on a single mother in her
home, authorities have been working for two decades to uncover an unlikely criminal who uses the power of lust as a deadly weapon. 45426Sahara FakhirFebruary 23, 2020 (2020/02/23) When a beloved family man is found brutally murdered in his home, authorities have followed a trail of clues that expose the strange
and unlikely murderer driven by the voracious urges that led to the murder. 45527Kristen Durgan referred to the information referred to in Article 20(2) of (2020-03-01) The father of a devoted man discovers a treasure trove of family secrets and exposes a twisted piece driven by greed. Season 27 (2020) Snapped season
27 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air date4561Jaclyn Martin8 March 2020 (2020-03-08) When Jaclyn Martin's life comfort is compromised, his orchestra is killing her husband, a beloved neighborhood bar owner. 4572Kimberly Baldwin15 March 2020 (2020-03-15) Indiana investigators learn how
manipulative and deadly personal envy can be when a devoted father is found violently murdered in his home. 4583Carleen Charlie, March 22, 2020 (2020/03/22) After an angry thug strikes a small Alaskan village, investigators have to roll back a truly twisted romance to find out what led to this anger-filled stab. 4594
Rebecca Smith, March 29, 2020 (2020-03-29) When a half-dressed, semi-frozen-body Navy veteran is found lying in a ditch, rumors and lies will challenge detectives' efforts to lay bare the truth behind the chilling death. 4605 Judith SingerAprīl 5, 2020 (2020/04/05) After a young Californian father is ambushed on his
home by Santa Clara detectives discover a complicated murder plot that eventually leads them to an unexpected mastermind who lies in plain sight all along. 4616Jamie Grachek12 April 2020 (2020-04/12) The home invasion quickly becomes fatal on Easter night, and as Ohio authorities work to find the attacker, they
discover that the attack may not be random as first thought. 4627Memily famous: Hollywood Ripper, April 19, 2020 (2020/04/19) The killer escapes from his past and finds a new hunting place in the city for dreamers. In 2019, after decades of hunting in four police departments, Michael Gargiulo, now known as the
Hollywood Ripper, faces trial for brutally murdering young women. 4638 Kayla Nelson26 April 2020 (2020-04-26) An investigation into the disappearance of a devoted father leads Arkansas police to a shocking crime scene, search for answers revealing gang threats, and a murderer who wants to go to great lengths to
escape justice. 4649 Sylvia WhiteMay 3, 2020 (2020-05-03) When a prominent insurance salesman is gunned down on a public road in Kinston, North Carolina, the 20-year-old mystery comes to light and casts a shadow on the killer's impeccable reputation. 46510Wendi Mae DavidsonMay 10, 2020 (2020/05/10) When
an airman from Lee, Maine disappears just four months into his marriage to a state girl from WestTasas, it triggers a multi-agency investigation that exposes the darker side of southern hospitality. 46611Blanche Taylor Moore, May 17, 2020 (2020-05-17) When a small town preacher is hospitalized with a mysterious
illness, North Carolina police discover a series of suspicious deaths all centered around a Burlington woman with a hidden dark side. 46712Mary BrunoMay 24, 2020 (2020-05-24) the peaceful life of a retired North Carolina couple is ruined when a man's body is found in his own garage, investigators to sort out the fact of
fiction with the help of his wife. 46813Marie Hilley, May 31, 2020 (2020-05-31) After a bizarre account of suspected false identities being reported, authorities reveal a long history of evasive criminal and embark on a nationwide hunt to catch a killer who uses southern charm as a weapon of deception. 46914Suze
Adams7 June 2020 (2020/06/07) A hardworking mother is trapped and killed in a California house fire. Investigators sift through several theories to figure out what could have ignited a deadly blaze. 47015Sarah Vercauteren June 14, 2020 (2020-06-14) As Pennsylvania police investigate the horrific murder of a
grandmother in her home, detectives sort through webs of lies and nefarious activities before eventually going to toe toe with a cold-blooded killer. 47116Cynthia Phillips on 31 December 2020. On June 21st (2020-06-21) After a family man was murdered on a roadside town in a small Texas town, detectives debug the
perpetrator, hiding more than one shocking skeleton in their file. 47217Neen BoltonJuly 28, 2020 (2020/06/28) The small town of McNeil, Arkansas is grief-stricken after a retired Sheriff's Deputy was suddenly shot to death, but only when the case appears to be closed, the killer strikes again and another local hero is hit.
47318Dayna JenningsJuly 5, 2020 (2020/07/05) When a beloved grandfather in Federal Heights, Colorado disappears without a trace, leading an investigation exposes the disturbing secrets that lie behind closed doors, police body cam footage reveals a deadly truth. 47419Janice BonnellJuly 12, 2020 (2020/07/12)
Sleepy Seadrift, Texas is unnerved by the death of a local landscape after evidence at the scene of an apparent hit-and-run points of a deceptive killer with a dangerous past. 47520Annette Cahill, July 19, 2020 (2020-07-19) A deadly beating of a young man in West Liberty, Iowa sits unresolved for twenty-five years until
a cold case detectives are approached by an unexpected witness. 47621Olicia LeeJuly 26, 2020 (2020/07/26) A former female man's body has been found floating in a creek, and detectives suspect that there is more to his latest relationship than meets the eye. 47722Maria Hernandez2 August 2020 (2020-08-02) The
American Dream of a hard-working immigrant suddenly shortens when he is violently murdered by an axe in the streets of a Las Vegas suburb. 47823Tomass Gilbert, Jr. August 9, 2020 (2020-08-09) Investigation into the murder of a New York business man zeroing in on a family member unwilling to abandon the plush
lifestyle by launching a tabloid frenzy. A closer look reveals the suspect's inner demons calling for a greedy motive to question. 47924Cindy Campbell Ray, August 16, 2020 (2020-08-16) When a successful Texas lawyer and his wife are executed while sleeping in their bed, houston police team up with a private
investigator who gets dangerously close to the killer, discovering a greedy mastermind who proves that privilege can be Lethal. 48025William Rouse23 August 2020 (2020-08-23) The truth behind the brutal death of a prominent and wealthy couple in Libertyville, IL, remains dormant for up to 15 years when a new police
task force exposes the killer, allowing money to remove his sense of consequence. 48126Sante Kimes, August 30, 2020 (2020-08-30) The mysterious disappearance of an elderly New York socialite is a catalyst for a nationwide investigation into an unusual con duo who treasure a luxurious lifestyle above everyone else,
resulting in one of the biggest cases New York has ever seen. Season 28 (2020) Snapped season 28 episodesNo.overallNo. inseasonTitle [14]Original air date4821Karina RafterSeptember 6, 2020 (2020-09-06) 4832Barbara Cameron, September 13, 2020 (2020-09-13) 4843Celestine PayneSeptember 20, 2020 (2020-
09-20) 4854Wanda Haithcock, 27, 2020. September 4 (2020-09-27) 4865Letti Strait, October 4, 2020 (2020-10-04) 4876Linda Culbertson11 October 2020 (2020-10-11) 4887Debra Henderson, 18 October 2020 (2020-10-18) 4898Nancy Siege October 25, 2020(2020-10-25) 4909Jerrie Lynn Acklin[15]November 1, 2020
(2020-11-01) 49110Christine Roush[15]November 8 , 2020 (2020-11-08) See also Deadly Women Facing Evil by Candice DeLong Snapped: Killer Couples Snapped: She Made Me Do It Wives with Knives Next reading Die, My Love: A True Story of Revenge, Murder, and Two Texas Sisters, by true crime author Kathryn
Casey on Piper Rountree and her husband's murder (2007). She Wanted It All: The True Story of Sex, Murder, and Texas Millionaire, by Kathryn Casey on the Celeste Beard and Tracey Tarleton affair (2005). Murder Behind the Badge: True Stories of Cops Who Kill, a book by former police officer Stacy Dittrich that
includes the Antoinette Frank case (2009). Bitter Tonsils: A True Story of Mother, Daughter, and Seattle Cyanide Murders by Gregg Olsen, the story of Stella Nickell (2003). Death in the Desert: Ted Binion Homicide Case, true crime author Cathy Scott, about defendants Sandy Murphy and Rick Tabish (2000).
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